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Military Industrial Transition
What the future holds
Assuming that the “modern day” Marshall Plan financing and funding is implemented for space development, the development of space will bring with it new
challenges. Each nation and or economic community may want to protect their investments in space infrastructure, industry, and mining developments from other
nations and corporations’ predatory practices, or, even unlawful activities. Rather than a decline in military presence we may see an evolution in the functional
make-up of the military.
Ideally of course, it would be nice if we could do away with all conflict technologies. But if history proves anything, humans may be peaceful for a time, but in times
of significant expansions, contractions, or uncertainty and unyielding opportunities some segments may resort to conflict. A military presence, as a deterrent to
destructive conflict may be a necessity.

CONVENTIONAL TRANSITION
Future Military deterrent to protect National interests and Commercial activities in Space
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UNCONVENTIONAL TRANSITION
Future Military deterrent to protect the Earths’ interests and Earths’ expansion activities
At this stage of development it is possible that economic communities will engage in war games or simulations in order to stimulate developments in technologies
and strategies to protect the earth’s interests and activities.
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